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Frequently asked questions 

Original HP toner cartridges 
with JetIntelligence 

What are Original HP toner cartridges with JetIntelligence? 
HP JetIntelligence is an HP exclusive,1 new cartridge technology that provides more pages,2 peak printing performance, and 
the added protection of anti-fraud technology 3 for colour and monochrome HP LaserJet printers and MFPs. 

Original HP toner cartridges with JetIntelligence deliver improved toner formulations and new technologies that improve the 
customer experience, deliver excellent print quality, and provide more value. The features of JetIntelligence are: 

• Toner formulation 
– HP ColorSphere 3 toner 
– Precision black toner 

• Page maximiser technology 
• Print gauge technology 
• Anti-fraud technology3 
• Auto seal removal 

In the 30 years that HP has 
been delivering LaserJet 
printers, innovations continue 
to be deployed to an increasing 
number of printer segments. 
JetIntelligence continues this 
innovative legacy by expanding 
the HP LaserJet offerings to 
include added value, increased 
choice for the customer, and a 
more simplified experience. 

 

What is HP ColorSphere 3 toner? 
HP ColorSphere 3 toner is reformulated toner that’s specially designed to work together with the latest line of smaller, 
faster HP Color LaserJet printers and MFPs. With a soft core that facilitates quicker melting and a smooth flow onto the 
page, HP ColorSphere 3 toner is protected by a durable, hard shell—which reduces toner particle wear and maintains toner 
shape and size from the first printed page to the last. 

Because of the hard shell, HP ColorSphere 3 toner provides a more efficient use of the toner, which supports higher page 
yields. Plus, due to the soft core, the toner is formulated to keep pace with faster print speeds and contribute to energy 
savings—while still providing professional print quality. 

HP ColorSphere 3 toner applies to all four colours, which include black (K), cyan (C), yellow (Y), and magenta (M). 
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What is precision black toner? 
There are two types of precision black toner, a chemically produced toner (CPT) and a conventional (ground) toner. 

• CPT precision black 
CPT precision black toner has a solid wax core that is surrounded by a low-melt polymer (similar to ColorSphere 3, which 
is also a CPT toner). CPT toner particles are of uniform size and shape. The spherical shape and uniform size distribution 
allows for a uniform charge distribution of the toner particles. This, in turn, leads to a high transfer efficiency of the toner 
from the supply hopper to the paper, resulting in more pages from the same amount of toner than ever before.  

• Conventional precision black 
Conventional precision black toner is created like HP’s conventional toner in past products, which has irregularly shaped 
particles. For the ground precision black toner, however, a post process is applied to the particles which makes them near 
spherical and of uniform size. With this post-process, precision black ground toner delivers the high transfer efficiency 
benefit of the CPT precision black toner while retaining the high durability benefit of ground toner in support of HP’s 
higher yield cartridges. 

Through precise placement of each toner particle, Original HP cartridges with precision black toner deliver more pages while 
producing sharp text, bold blacks, crisp graphics, and smooth greys. This toner is consistently small in size and spherical in 
shape, resulting in more control, precision, and efficiency in transferring toner to the page. The uniformly small size also 
supports greater toner volumes in high-yield cartridges. 

What is page maximiser technology? 
Page maximiser technology intelligently tracks cartridge system wear that is unique to each user. By using smaller, more 
robust components and reducing wear in the cartridge, HP is able to provide improved performance and ultimately more 
pages2 to the customer. For HP Color LaserJet printers, the ColorSphere 3 toner provides a durable shell, which also 
contributes to the increased page yields. And for monochrome HP LaserJet printers, the precision black toner’s small size 
and spherical shape means more pages through precise placement and efficient transfer of toner to a page. Original HP 
toner cartridges with JetIntelligence deliver more pages than ever before.2 This means fewer trips to the printer to change 
cartridges—which saves customers time and money. 

Customers who print low toner coverage (less toner per page) than the ISO yield specification will print more pages and 
traditionally experience more cartridge wear. More wear is caused by the increase in mechanical stress due to more 
rotations of the components and more churning of the toner in the hopper. The more robust components and less overall 
wear in the system work together so customers can be confident they are getting the most from their cartridge. 

What is print gauge technology? 
Print gauge technology dynamically gathers key cartridge information to deliver a simple gauge that customers can depend 
on. It intelligently predicts cartridge life by measuring component rotations, toner used, and environmental conditions such 
as temperature and/or humidity. These metrics, coupled with sophisticated algorithms and HP’s expertise in delivering 
consistent performance, help determine print history and print behaviour for a specific printer. This means more dependable 
gauges and more certainty when predicting cartridge life. 

What is auto seal removal? 
The toner seal, or pull-tab, is a protective strip that keeps toner particles inside the cartridge during shipping and handling. 
The seal is now inside the toner cartridge and is automatically removed during cartridge installation, so customers can get 
right to printing without delay. 
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What is anti-fraud technology?3 
Built in to every Original HP toner cartridge with JetIntelligence, HP’s exclusive anti-fraud technology3 works with colour and 
monochrome HP LaserJet printers and MFPs to provide secure cartridge authentication and help protect customers from 
fraud. It also supports printing fleet policies, helping customers manage their fleet with confidence. 

Anti-fraud technology3 authenticates that a genuine HP cartridge is installed, and notifies customers if a used or counterfeit 
cartridge is installed. This helps ensure customers get the Original HP quality they paid for. 

With anti-fraud technology,3 customers can enable an Original HP-only printing policy across the printer fleet. This helps 
customers manage costs and maintain high-quality printing standards. This feature is enabled through the HP WebJetadmin 
management tool.4 

Using the unique HP anti-theft feature—also known as cartridge protection—customers can link an installed toner cartridge 
with their HP LaserJet printer and MFP fleet, so it will only work in a specified printer or fleet. This inventory- and cost-
management feature is also enabled with HP Web Jetadmin.4 

What is counterfeit? How do I know if a cartridge is counterfeit? 
Counterfeit refers to any non-HP product that is labelled and packaged to look like an Original HP product and is intended to 
deceive or mislead a customer into thinking that the product is a new HP product. The typical counterfeit cartridge starts 
with a remanufactured, refilled, or new-build compatible cartridge that is then placed in a box that resembles Original 
HP packaging. This misleads the customer into thinking they are purchasing an Original HP cartridge when, in fact, it is a 
fraudulent product. 

Counterfeiters are continually looking for new ways to take advantage of HP customers. But Original HP toner cartridges 
with JetIntelligence offer exclusive anti-fraud technology.3 During cartridge installation, the printer alerts the customer if a 
cartridge is “Genuine HP” or “Used or counterfeit.” When customers see the message “Used or counterfeit,” and the 
cartridge they installed came from a box that looked like a genuine HP package, they likely have a counterfeit cartridge. If 
the cartridge came from a branded box of a remanufacturer, or another non-HP branded box, then the cartridge is not likely 
a counterfeit; it is a used cartridge (remanufactured, refilled, or new build). The cartridge box is key to determining if a 
cartridge is counterfeit or not. 

To report counterfeit cartridges, go to hp.com/go/anticounterfeit and click “Report counterfeit.” 

What happens if a remanufactured or refilled cartridge is used in an HP LaserJet 
printer or MFP that uses Original HP toner cartridges with JetIntelligence? 
Only Original HP toner cartridges have JetIntelligence, which is exclusively from HP.1 Original HP toner cartridges are 
designed to precise specifications for printer speed, printer size, toner-charging characteristics, fusing properties, 
environmental conditions, and paper requirements. These specifications combine to deliver the legendary reliability and 
consistent print quality customers expect from HP cartridges. The proprietary formulations of HP ColorSphere 3 toner and 
precision black toner are stable, consistent, and simply can’t be matched. Aftermarket toner can vary from source to source 
and batch to batch, which may result in inconsistencies in toner flow, toner melt point, fusing the toner to the paper—
impacting output quality, colour consistency, and reliability. It can also affect printer maintenance. Plus, used HP cartridges 
don’t offer advanced features like auto seal removal, print gauge technology, and page maximiser technology. 

 

http://www.hp.com/go/anticounterfeit
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Which printers have Original HP toner cartridges with JetIntelligence? 

HP Color LaserJet 
printers 

Color LJ Ent M552/M553 
Color LJ Ent MFP M577 

Color LJ Pro M452  
Color LJ Pro MFP M377 
Color LJ Pro MFP M477 

Color LJ Pro M252 
Color LJ Pro MFP M277  

Color LJ Ent M652  
Color LJ Ent MFP M681 

HP ColorSphere 3 toner 
Cartridge 
number 

ISO yield5  
(pages) 

Cartridge 
number 

ISO yield5  
(pages) 

Cartridge 
number 

ISO yield5  
(pages) 

Cartridge 
number 

ISO yield5  
(pages) 

Cartridge selectability 508A/X  410A/X  201A/X  655A, 656X (S)/ 657X (F) 

Black Standard 
High-capacity 

CF360A 
CF360X 

6,000  
12,500 

CF410A 
CF410X 

2,300  
6,500  

CF400A 
CF400X 

1,500  
2,800  

CF450A(S/F) 
CF460X(S) 
CF470X (F) 

12,500 
27,000 
28,000 

Cyan Standard 
High-capacity 

CF361A 
CF361X 

5,000  
9,500  

CF411A 
CF411X 

2,300  
5,000  

CF401A 
CF401X 

1,400  
2,300  

CF451A(S/F) 
CF461X(S) 
CF471X(F) 

10,500 
22,000 
23,000 

Yellow Standard 
High-capacity 

CF362A 
CF362X 

5,000  
9,500  

CF412A 
CF412X 

2,300  
5,000  

CF402A 
CF402X 

1,400  
2,300 

CF452A(S/F) 
CF462X(S) 
CF472X(F) 

10,500 
22,000 
23,000 

Magenta Standard 
High-capacity 

CF363A 
CF363X 

5,000  
9,500  

CF413A 
CF413X 

2,300  
5,000  

CF403A 
CF403X 

1,400  
2,300 

CF453A(S/F) 
CF463X(S) 
CF473X(F) 

10,500 
22,000 
23,000 

 
 

Monochrome  
HP LaserJet 
printers 

LJ Pro M501 
LJ Ent M506  
LJ Ent MFP M527 

LJ Pro M402  
LJ Pro MFP M426 

LJ Pro M203  
LJ Pro MFP M227 

LJ Pro M104 
LJ Pro M132 

LJ Ent M102  
LJ Pro MFP M130 LJ Ultra MFP M230 

LJ Ent 
M607/M608/M609 
LJ Pro MFP 
M631/M632/M633 

HP Precision  
black toner 

Cartridge 
number 

ISO yield5  
(pages) 

Cartridge 
number 

ISO yield5  
(pages) 

Cartridge 
number 

ISO yield5  
(pages) 

Cartridge 
number 

ISO yield5  
(pages) 

Cartridge 
number 

ISO yield5  
(pages) 

Cartridge 
number 

ISO yield5  
(pages) 

Cartridge 
number 

ISO yield5  
(pages) 

Cartridge 
selectability 

87 A/X 26 A/X 30A/X 18A 17A 31A 37A/X/Y  
(M607=A only) 

 Standard 
High-capacity 
Ultra-capacity 

CF287A 
CF287X 

9,000  
18,000  

CF226A 
CF226X 

CF230A 
CF230X 

CF230A 
CF230X 

1,600 
3,500 

CF218A 1,400 CF217A 1,600  CF232A 
 

5,000  
 

CF287A 
CF287X  
CF237Y 

11,000  
25,000 
41,000 

 
 
 

Learn more 
hp.com/go/toner 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 JetIntelligence technology is a bundle of printing features: page maximiser technology, print gauge technology, ColocrSphere 3 toner or precision black toner, anti‑fraud technology, and 
auto seal removal. JetIntelligence is exclusively available in Original HP toner cartridges as of November 5, 2015. 
2 Based on ISO/IEC 19752 and 19798 cartridge yields for the following Original HP LaserJet toner cartridges: 131A compared with 201X, 507A compared with 508X, 55X compared with 
87X, 80X compared with 26X, 305A/X compared with 410X. Learn more at hp.com/go/learnaboutsupplies. 
3 The HP LaserJet Pro M100 series does not support anti-theft or HP-only technology. 
4 HP Web Jetadmin is free and available for download at hp.com/go/webjetadmin. 
5 Declared yield in accordance with ISO/IEC 19798 and continuous printing. Actual yields vary considerably based on images printed and other factors. For details on ISO yields, see 
hp.com/go/learnaboutsupplies. 
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